
For most events, casino tables/games are only available with one of our dealers/
hosts. Occasionally, we will provide a casino rental service where you can supply 
your own dealers. In these cases, we will provide the tables, supplies and a 'casino 
event manager' to be on site for assistance at your event. It is generally not an 
option to rent tables/games without at least one 'event manager' on site. The 
number of table games recommended for mobile casino events depends on how 
many guests you're expecting to participate. The most common casino events run 
for 2-3 hours. Contact us for more detailed information regarding casino table 
games rentals, bookings, reservations and pricing.

Blackjack
Blackjack is the most popular casino game requested for event bookings. The goal 
is to beat the dealer by getting as close to 21 as possible without going over 
(busting). 7-9 spots at each table.

Roulette
With 37 numbers on the wheel, place your bets on a individual number or group(s) 
of numbers. Roulette tables and dealers can manage 6-8 players at a time.

Wheel Of Chance
The Glowing Wheel Of Chance. Adding a third dimension to the fun casino gaming 
atmosphere! Casino wheel game hosts can manage up to 10-12 players for each 
spin of the wheel.

Poker-Texas Hold Em
Poker / Texas Hold' Em: Basically players will have the option to choose what style 
of poker game they would like to play. This table (usually sitting on chairs) seats 
6-8 players at a time.

HIGH CARD WINS
One of the easiest games to learn, understand and play. It is simple - each player 
gets one card. The dealer then draws a card. The high card wins! 7-9 players at a 
time.



Craps Casino Game
Craps casino game is a challenge. Guests with prior experience learning and 
playing craps will be one step ahead. The dealer(s) will do their best to teach the 
game as participants play.

Running time: 1-3 hours for most events/quotes.
For events that require mobile casino services for longer than 3 hours preparations 
can be made.
Event Planning required and included with every event. Contact us for a more 
detailed introduction.

CASINO PRIZE(S)

Prizes are a great incentive for everyone to try their best and have fun with the 
casino adventure. At the end of the casino allotted running time, we will exchange 
their casino chips/money for auction tickets. The more chips/money guests have - 
the more auction tickets (and chances to win the prizes) they will be given to enter 
into the prize draw(s).


